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(R6) 20:20 AINTREE, 3m 210y 

Smarkets Handicap Chase (Class 2) (5YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 23/18PF
-

VIRGILIO (FR) 34 CD 
b g Denham Red - Liesse De Marbeuf

9 11 - 12t Harry Skelton
D Skelton

145

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, red seams, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, white star
Timeform says: Has something to prove to an extent, amiss at Doncaster in January, then
an early faller in the Grand National, but still warrants plenty bidding to follow up in this event
from a 3 lb higher mark.  (Forecast 6.50)

Notes: 

2 451F46- KNOCKGRAFFON (IRE) 30 
b g Flemensfirth - Gleaming Spire

8 11 - 9tp B Hughes
Olly Murphy

142

Jockey Colours: Pink, red chevrons, pink sleeves, white stars, red cap, pink star
Timeform says: Had his sights lowered a bit when winning handicap chase at Musselburgh
in January. Has remained in form since and still looks competitive from this sort of mark.

 (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

3 644P45- BALLYALTON (IRE) 35 
b g Pierre - Almilto

11 11 - 5 T J O'Brien
Ian Williams

138

Jockey Colours: Light green, royal blue and light green hooped sleeves, white cap
Timeform says: Is 2 years without a win, but has made the first 5 in a couple of highly
competitive festival handicaps the last twice and certainly remains of interest from this mark,
into calmer waters now.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

4 64300/1- ANOTHER HERO (IRE) 30 
b g Kalanisi - Storm Front

9 11 - 3 B J Geraghty
Jonjo O'Neill

136

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow hoops, white cap
Timeform says: Capitalised on some lenient handicapping to make a winning return from a
year off at Cheltenham last month. This obviously tougher, but he's been competitive from
marks like this in the past.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

5 3/2192F
-

MONBEG RIVER (IRE) 28 
br g Indian River - So Pretty

9 11 - 1 Henry Brooke
M Todhunter

134

Jockey Colours: Red, light blue cross of lorraine and armlets, white cap
Timeform says: Looked as good as ever when narrow second in small field at Ayr on
penultimate start before first fence error brought about an early exit last time. Others look
better treated.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

6 120/07P
-

COLMS DREAM (IRE) 20 
ch g Beneficial - African Waters

9 11 - 1ht J J Burke
Karl Thornton

134

Jockey Colours: White, emerald green stars, emerald green cap
Timeform says: Hard to make a case for on this season's efforts for all he's been given a bit
of a chance by the handicapper.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

7 833441- WINTER LION (IRE) 30 D 
ch g Galileo - Hill Of Snow

8 10 - 7t P J Brennan
F O'Brien

126

Jockey Colours: Black, beige chevron and armlets
Timeform says: Didn't have much racing in Ireland and it hasn't taken his shrewd new yard
long to find the key to him, digging in well to land a handicap chase at Cheltenham last time.
Will go well again.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 
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8 08F7P0- BEARLY LEGAL (IRE) 34 
b g Court Cave - Fair Size

12 10 - 3t Sam Twiston-Davies
Karl Thornton

122

Jockey Colours: Purple, white star, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap, white star
Timeform says: Firmly on the decline based on this season's efforts.  (Forecast 29.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: WINTER LION is already off the mark for Fergal O'Brien, but strikes as the type
that could go on improving for his new yard for a while yet, so he's taken to follow up his gutsy
Cheltenham success at the expense of Ballyalton and last year's winner Virgilio.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: WINTER LION (7) 
2: BALLYALTON (3) 
3: VIRGILIO (1)


